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WHO WE ARE
Mizco International fulfills the needs of 
every consumer with its five strong and 
clearly differentiated brands—DIGIPOWER, 
iEssentials, Cellular Innovations, *ecko 
unltd. and Travelocity. With a wide range 
of mobile device accessories available in 
virtually every style, Mizco has the perfect 
product for every consumer, whether they 
want to express their own unique style or 
need super-rugged, heavy-duty device 
cases and headphones that can withstand 
anything thrown at them. While other man-
ufacturers create products for one type 
of consumer, Mizco designs products for 
at least five different types of consumers, 
which are addressed through each of the 
various brands. 

According to Mizco President/CEO Albert 
Mizrahi, “The iPad 2 wasn’t made for one 
type of consumer and neither are Mizco’s 
iPad 2 accessories. By offering consumers 
multiple brands that feature highly-individ-
ualized accessories, we provide our retailers 
the opportunity to sell the most personal-
ized solutions to their consumers — to the 
benefit of all of us.” www.mizco.com

iEssentials 360 Stand
The new iEssentials 360 Stand for iPad 2, available for $20, features a 360-degree 
rotating display that allows the iPad 2 to be displayed at any angle. The compact 
stand folds up for easy storage and features a black rubberized finish with extra 
grip on the bottom for security and stability.

iEssentials Universal Neoprene Tablet Cases
The Universal Neoprene Tablet Cases are available in zipper and 
sleeve models. The Zipper Case features a zipper pocket for storage 
of cables and other accessories while the Sleeve Case (pictured) 
features a fold-over closure and is reversible. Both are available in 
7- and 10-inch sizes, for $9.99 and $14.99 respectively.

DIGIPOWER Cross-Brand Charger
DIGIPOWER’s Cross-Brand Tablet and Smart Phone Charger fea-
tures a simple three-position Smart Switch that allows it to opti-
mally charge USB-powered tablets from major manufacturers 
such as Apple, Samsung, HTC and BlackBerry. The ultra-compact 
charger also charges USB-powered smart phones with maximum 
charging efficiency and is available at retailers and online for $29.99.


